
E-Screen

Applications : B2B/B2C

"Anticipating the future of Digital Cinema, E-Screen is also a proof of concept for the
application of satellite technologies to the cinema domain."
Silvio Borri, Project Manager, Elsacom

PRIME CONTRACTOR: Elsacom S.p.A.
Via Giulio Vincenzo Bona, 87
00156 Rome 
Italy
http://www.elsacom.com

CONTACT ELSACOM: Silvio Borri
Program manager for Digital Cinema & New Media
E-mail: borri.silvio@elsacom.com
Phone: +39 06 4121 4320
Fax: +39 06 4121 4300

PROJECT PARTNERS: United Cinemas International (UK)
Screen Digest (UK)
Cinecitta Holding (I – Sponsoring Partner)
Marinastudios (I – Sponsoring Partner)

PROFILE:

The E-Screen project has been aimed at implementing and operating a network of 10
cinemas in various European countries, equipped with digital technologies for content
storage and projection, and served by satellite connections for the reception of
contents in both live and store & forward modes.

E-Screen has been the first D-Cinema multinational and multilanguage network across
Europe to be served by a single delivery and remote control station, which was
located at the Elsacom earth station in Avezzano (Italy). From this earth station the 1st
satellite delivery of a movie to cinemas ever done in Europe was performed. In the
period March-April 2005, four classic movies (“Robin Hood”, “Singin’ in the Rain”,
“Blow Up” and “Casablanca”) were digitally post-produced  by  the E-Screen
partners, delivered via satellite and then projected inside European cinemas, with a
very good response from the audience in terms of image quality.

The E-Screen project also hosted three live events, including a rock concert of the
Italian group “Le Vibrazioni”, the projections of many blockbusters digital movies
coming from the Hollywood majors, the projection of digital short movies and digital
screen advertising.

While anticipating the trends of Digital Cinema, E-Screen has constituted a remarkable
example of how satellite technologies can easily be integrated with the audiovisual
ones, providing some important evidence on how a satellite-based proposition for
Digital Cinema (and related applications, such as advertising and live events) can be
of great success in just a few years from now.
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